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Transportation should serve all fairly, 
regardless of race or income level. One 
valuable benefit of transportation is the 
ability to reach jobs, which is  especially 
important for low income households. Job 
access is not distributed uniformily across 
regions or between modes of travel. This 
study quantifies how this reality impacts dif-
ferent groups in the seven county Chicago 
region.
The Chicago 
region has an 
extensive road 
network and is 
served by three 
transit agencies, 
shown at right. Service analysis is a require-
ment of the Civil Right’s Act of 1964 for all 
public transportation agencies individually, 
but not on a regional level.
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Background  Results
 Measuring Low Income Job Access
Overview: How is low income 
job access distributed across 
modes for different groups? Accessibility Scores:
• Transit access is at best ~23% of auto access
• Transit access to low income jobs is disimal or non existant
outside of the core urban area
• Households with low access to personal vehicles face a
huge barrier to low income job access, especially in the
suburbs
Sources
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Accessibility score (Shen, 2001):
Where:
• Am,i is the Score for Zone i and mode m
• j and k are all other zones
• α is the percent of workers which by commute car
• f(costm,i,j) is the impedance function, this will equal 1
if the destination’s travel time is below 60 min
• Jobsj is the number of jobs in zone j
• Workersk is the number of workers in zone k
Determine how many jobs are accessibile 
from a location within 60 minutes
Weight jobs by the amount of workers 
who can reach it within 60 minutes
Source: CMAP
Inputs:
Travel Times 
(CMAP)
Jobs and Workers
(Census LEHD)
Mode Share 
(CMAP)
Equity Analysis:
• Regression showed that the
auto access score has a neg-
ative correlation with percentage of non-white workers 
while the transit access score showed a positive correlation
•Other indicators (such as distance to CBD) have much
larger correlation with access scores than race
Intercept Coefficient R Square P-Value
Auto Access 4.702 -1.730 0.059 5.073E-27
Transit Access 0.014 0.076 0.028 2.324E-13
Percent Non-White Influence on Low Income Job Access
